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Purpose/Introduction
Hypothalamic nuclei control appetite regulation and energy balance in mice and human, and have been widely
investigated1. The specific characterization of the intrahypothalamic and systemic mechanisms remains, however, to
be established. Functional Diffusion Weighted Imaging (fDWI) has emerged as a new functional tool to assess brain
and hypothalamic activity2,3, but its biophysical interpretation is a matter under investigation4. Here, we present an
fDWI-BOLD evaluation of the mouse hypothalamic response to glucose administration, comparing the fDWI approach
-using different diffusion models- to the BOLD effects. Our results might help understand the mechanisms of
anorexigenic activation and the physiological processes underlying fMRI and BOLD imaging.
 
Subjects and Methods
C57BL6/J mice (N=22, 8-11 weeks, 24±1.3g) were fasted overnight and imaged anesthetized in a 7T Bruker Biospec,
before and after glucose (3g/Kg, N1=14) or saline (N2=8) i.p. administrations. Animals were divided in two subgroups
and imaged using either DWI (TR/TE=3000/31ms; δ/∆=4/20ms, 3 directions, 9 high and 8 low b
(300<b<2000;10<b<700 s/mm2), N1a=7 mice receiving glucose, N1b=4 saline) or T2*W (TR/TE=182/4ms, N2a=7
glucose, N2b=4 saline) and a voxel size=0,165x0,165x1,125mm3 in both protocols. During the fDWI protocols, we
acquired two consecutive sequences (low-b/high-b) before the glucose/saline admin (“basal state”), two immediately
after (“glucose”), and two 35 min after (“recovery”). For BOLD, each state consisted in 18 consecutive T2*W images
(1'20'' each). DWI was analyzed using either monoexponetial or biexponential models; T2*W signal intensities were
normalized to the maximum inside-the-brain intensity, and values with less than 15% intra-state variability were
included in calculations. ROI’s of hypothalamic nuclei were selected and mean (±SD) values calculated and compared
between states. Glucose, insulin and leptin were measured after the imaging sessions to confirm glucose absorption
(using conventional glucometer and a magnetic bead panel5).
 
Results
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show significant results of the blood analyses, T2*W acquisitions, ADC and SDP values of high-b
mono&biexponential fDWI approaches, respectively. Low-b results showed very high SD in all cases (not shown).
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Discussion/Conclusion
In this communication, we show that the administration of glucose to fasting mice deactivates hypothalamic nuclei, as
detected by a decreased BOLD signal, increased ADC and decreased SDP (high-b) values, in agreement with
decreased neuronal activity and cellular shrinking, respectively. Saline administration only affected SDP values in the
DMN. This can reflect specific DMN responses to osmotic regulations. Biexponential models, especially at low-b
values, need further investigation to successfully describe neuronal activity.
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